NOW! AN EXCITING NEW TOTAL WAY TO SAVE!

GET A DOZEN EGGS RIGHT NOW FOR ONLY 9c

OR CHOOSE FROM THESE

Cash Dividend SPECIALS

WITH STARTER COUPON BELOW ON FREE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND SAVINGS CERTIFICATE

1. 4 ROLL PACK SOFT N PRETTY TISSUE 39c

2. 1 LB. QUARTERED PARKAY MARGARINE 3c

3. MINUTE MAID FROZEN CONCENTRATE 12 OZ. ORANGE JUICE 8c

4. CHUNK IN OIL OR WATER—6½ OZ. STARKIST TUNA 19c

5. 32 OZ. BTL. HUNT’S KETCHUP 29c

FREE STARTER COUPON Equivalent to one filled Cash Dividend Savings Certificate

1. First this coupon for use of this
2. Save With this Dividend special
Editorials ★ Columns ★ Opinions

Safety first

(Reprinted by permission of the Long Center-Granby)

U.S. automakers are in a race to keep up with the Japanese manufacturers. To do so, they have invested heavily in new plants and equipment, and have made major changes in their production methods. These changes have included the use of robots and other advanced technologies.

One example of this is the new Toyota plant in Kentucky. The plant is equipped with state-of-the-art technology, and is expected to produce 500,000 cars per year. The plant has been designed to be highly efficient and energy-saving, and is expected to be a model for other manufacturers.

Another example is the Ford plant in Michigan. The plant has been modernized and updated, and is now producing cars using the latest technology. The plant is also expected to be a pioneer in the use of alternative fuels, such as ethanol.

These changes are not only good for the manufacturers, but also for the economy. The investments in new plants and equipment will create jobs and stimulate economic growth. The use of advanced technologies will also improve the quality of the cars produced, making them more competitive in the global market.

However, there are also some concerns about these changes. Some critics argue that the new plants are too expensive, and that the technology used is too advanced. They worry that these changes will make it difficult for smaller manufacturers to compete.

But overall, the changes are a positive development for the industry. They ensure that U.S. automakers will be able to keep up with the competition, and will be able to produce high-quality cars for consumers.

Man with the iron neck

By John Doe

A medical journal has reported that a man with an iron neck has been able to lift a car over his head with ease. The man, who is known for his incredible strength, has been the subject of much speculation and debate.

"Check the way he makes," the journal noted. "He's like a living statue. He can lift anything with a single movement."

The man, who goes by the name "Iron Neck," has been practicing his neck strength for years. He has been working with weights and machines to build up his neck muscles.

But the man's strength is not just physical. It is also mental. He has a strong will and determination, and he never gives up.

"I think this is what makes him so special," the journal said. "He has a mindset that says 'I can do it.'"

Iron Neck is not the only man with an iron neck. There are others who have been training for years to build up their neck strength.

But Iron Neck is unique. He has been able to lift a car over his head, something that few people can do.

Iron Neck's strength is not just a matter of personal achievement. It is also a matter of public interest. People are fascinated by his strength, and his story has been featured in many news reports.

The medical journal's report has added to the interest. People are eager to learn more about Iron Neck's strength, and how he is able to lift a car over his head.

Iron Neck himself is proud of his strength. "I've always been strong," he said. "But this is something special. I'm proud to be able to show people what I can do."

Iron Neck is not just a personal story. It is also a story of the human spirit. It shows that with hard work and determination, anything is possible.
Russell named to Who's Who 1980

Cooking in One-Half The Time Today

Area School Menus

Evelyn Fields

Gary

With fumbles and penalties

Carthage drops 37-7 season opener

Batting 1.000

By Steve Synder

Sports

Eagles lose first game

Despite 2 Griffling scores

E.Fields falls

Beckville wins 14-0 as Hay rushes 257 yards in game

SILVER ANNIVERSARY SALE EVENT

Limited edition sleep sets specially priced for this event!

- TWIN SIZE
  - NOW $199.00
- FULL SIZE
  - NOW $269.00
- QUEEN SIZE
  - NOW $319.00
- KING SIZE
  - NOW $419.00

HURRY! LIMITED TIME OFFER!

PANOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE

The Panola Junior College softball team went 2-0 this past week, continuing its early success.

The Eagles took on Connally Community College on Tuesday, winning 25-0 in five innings. The off day for the Eagles was on Wednesday, followed by a regional tournament appearance at Ennis on Thursday and Friday.

On Friday, the Eagles faced Denison, winning 14-1. On Saturday, they went on to defeat Waco in nine innings, 3-2.

The Eagles have a record of 10-10 for the season, with 10 games remaining before the regional tournament.

Concerning wildlife

Texas rates tops in deer

Texas has the most deer of any state. Most deer brought in from Texas are from the Panola area, according to the Texas Department of Wildlife.
Hudson pass connects as JV Bulldogs triumph

In first game of season

JV Eagles score twice and shut down New Diana

Fischermen stay away

Sport suffers

Pokes’ Springs to start as Redskin game nears

Ladyjack softball squad gearing to season opener

Guns dangerous for sportsmen

Parasitic grubs on catch pose no danger to fishermen

MUFFLERS INSTALLED
LOW AS
$32.95

GAS SAVING DUAL EXHAUST INSTALLED WHILE YOU WAIT

Skipper’s 707
GOODYEAR

Tire Service
117 S. Shelby
Phone 693-3659

Clearance

Lady Wrangler Tops 1/2 Price
Ladies Short Sets and Tops 1/2 Price
Lady Wrangler Knit and Colored Pants 1/2 Price
Ladies Tops and Pants by Long Time Friend 1/2 Price

East Texas Western Wear
Marshall Hwy
Phone 693-7572

When is your phone more than a phone? When it’s used to protect lives and property. When it’s used to reduce the million-acre fire loss in the rural South. When it’s used to call your local forestry agent before you burn anything outside. Your telephone. The firefighter. Use it®
County jail escapee sought

CISD reschedules hearing on tax rate

Court votes $3.1 million budget

$1.10 tax rate approved

City to study capital improvements financing